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1. Had you ever participated in an eTwinning project before this one?
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2. Had you ever read a book by Jules Verne before this project?
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3. Would you be willing to participate in another eTwinning projects after this project?
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4) What is your favorite activity in the project?
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Yes
No
Maybe22,4%

74,1%

1. Online meetings
2. Reading book in English
3. City Challenges
4. School and city presentations
5. Preparing passport and luggage
3. City Challanges

9,5%

22,6%

21,4%

13,1% 29,8%



5. Thanks to this project, my digital skills improved.
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6. I have met different people from different cultures with the project.

85 risposte
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7. Why do you think it is a good idea to do an international project?
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8. I have a chance to speak English more often with the project.
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We can meet new people

Yes

To meet new friends

We develop ourselves more. we meet people from different cultures, so we both improve our
language skills and make new friends

To meet new friends

Because it makes us meet new people and learn about other cultures

To meet people and to develop your social skills

You can learn about other cultures, and that's always interesting!

Because It can help people to learn english un another ways
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